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Fortune favours the brave 

Damn Donald is making this hard for us. How are we supposed to make money from stocks when
almost every time he opens his mouth it causes a global shudder? Today I focus on whether a
possible trade war is cause enough for panic.

Also in the Report today, Paul Rickard shares his view on banks – buy or sell? Read his article to find
out. In the lead up to Easter, James Dunn has three small-cap stocks to hop into, and Buy, Hold, Sell –
what the brokers say has an upgrade for Nufarm. Our Hot Stocks are Select Harvests and Macquarie
and Graeme Colley has a checklist for anyone thinking about winding up their SMSF.

    Sincerely,

 
  Peter Switzer
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Is this trade war another stock buying
opportunity?
by Peter Switzer

 
If you’re not prepared to bet that a trade war won’t
happen, then you have to “play defence”, as the
basketball TV commentators say, or even runaway,
as my taxi-driver told me he did a few weeks ago.

You might recall that I suggested some weeks ago
when Donald started tough trade talk around January
19 that nervous nellies might want to play defensive.

For me, I’ve been buying stocks at lower levels
because I invest for the longer term and simply don’t
think this bull market is over yet. That said, if a
serious trade war happens, it could drag our beloved
bull into an abattoir run by bears!

The professional view

Right now, US investor surveys are telling us that
people like my taxi-driver (retail investors) are getting
very negative on stocks. However, surveys of
professionals (like fund managers) say they remain
committed to equities. Of course, if the China
retaliation and the Trump testosterone-driven
responses heat up, then the pros can turn on a dime
and dump stocks.

Phil Blancato, CEO, Ladenburg Thalmann Asset
Management in New York, is in the ‘buying
opportunity’ fraternity. Asked about the 10% plus
dive in the Dow on CNBC, Blancato came back with:
“This is your opportunity… we’re getting mixed up
with the benefits of a tax cut and surge [in] earnings
from it and in my opinion economic data is looking
pretty good… this is the chance to re-enter the
market.”

The interesting aspect of these Trump tariff tantrums
could actually sustain the bull market even longer,
provided no real trade war happens. The threat of
trade retaliations has pushed Wall Street into

correction territory and the Nasdaq has the fallout
from Facebook as well.

Fed experts say the central bank is singing from the
same confusing hymn book as everyone else when it
comes to Trump, tariffs and trade war potential. Could
this be a bluff from Donald to get more out of China
before he meets Kim Jong-un!

“I think this might be a threat to ask for deals from
China,” He Weiwen, a senior fellow at the Center for
China and Globalization, a government-affiliated
research organisation in Beijing, told Reuters.

Another opinion piece from Reuters says “China calls
bluff on Trump’s trade warning — President Donald
Trump’s warning regarding China’s trade practices
is being taken with a pinch of salt in Beijing, with
many officials believing Washington is unwilling to
upset the trade dynamics between two of the world’s
largest economies.”

But this was a January view and we now know
President Trump has given most of his allies an
exemption from his steel and aluminium tariffs,
leaving China in his sights because of intellectual
property theft.

The terrible tariff idea

And are we supposed to hit home runs for our wealth
from stocks with these crazy curve balls being thrown
from the number 1 ‘pitcher’ on the White House
team?!

The question is: should you manage your money
based on very positive data or potentially negative
political posturing? What annoys me is that our
market would be a lot higher if it wasn’t for this
terrible tariff idea of Donald’s. Blancato thinks the tax
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cuts, and how they will add a couple of quarters of
better profit growth and higher stock prices, have to
be kept in focus. Of course, that’s without a trade
war. And on that subject, he does think the positives
of the tax cut will dwarf the negatives of the retaliation
tariffs.

Damn Donald is making this hard for us.

On Monday’s Money Talks, my charts guy, Lance Lai
from Accountancy Invests had our market up 8% in
the near term, but his technical analysis can’t factor
in Donald. See the interview here.

For a more cautious take on these trade
troubles, Nigel Green, founder and CEO of deVere
Group, says the “Trump’s trade tantrums are putting
him on the wrong side of history.”

He is a free trade advocate, based on the history of
success for economies that engage with it, and urged
investors to review their portfolios to ensure that
they’re properly diversified across regions, sectors
and assets classes.

Emerging economies

There are many experts arguing that this 1st world
trade battle could be good for emerging economies.
Recall a few weeks ago I told you Ray Dalio, the
genius investor behind Bridgewater & Associates, is
extremely long emerging economies via ETFs.

Ed Keon, chief investment strategist at QMA is an
‘emerging economies will benefit’ advocate. “After
underperforming for several years in a row, and
having a decent year last year, emerging markets still
look like pretty good values for us,” he told CNBC.
“So we are overweight emerging markets across our
multi-asset portfolios.”

One big emerging economies ETF – the iShares
MSCI Emerging Markets ETF (EEM) – has a forward
price-earnings ratio of 12.4, while the S&P 500 ETF is
at 16.5.

Interestingly, EEM has some of the most heavily
Asian stocks (supported by experts like Charlie
Aitken), such as Tencent, Samsung and Alibaba. Last
year, EEM posted its best year since 2009.

With all the uncertainty accepted, even with Nigel
Green’s wariness, he still backs my approach to the
current challenges. “See-sawing markets are a
chance for investors to put new money into markets
at lower prices,” he said. “A slump in the market
often means that there are high quality equities
available at more attractive prices.

“Of course, no–one knows for sure what will happen
in the immediate future, but history shows that stock
markets rise over a longer-term period.”

A serious threat

Right now, economists at the China Development
Forum in Beijing are taking the tariff threat seriously.
“There’s a lot of unease,” Larry Summers, who was
the chief economist at the World Bank and a former
U.S. Treasury secretary, told CNBC during the event.
“A lot of unease about broad geopolitical
developments, and a lot of unease around the
conflicts of the last week.”

China has said 128 US products valued at $3 billion
will be blacklisted, if the Trump tariffs hit Chinese
exports.

The Trump tariff plans target up to $60 billion worth of
Chinese exports.

“I don’t think we’ve previously at the [China
Development Forum] felt like we might be on the
brink of a trade war, and I think that certainly is a very
unfortunate development,” added Summers, who
previously served as president of Harvard University
and the director of the US National Economic
Council.

Nobel-prize winning economist, Robert Shiller says
US companies are unprepared for a trade war.

“The immediate thing will be an economic crisis,
because these enterprises are built on long-term
planning, they’ve developed a skilled workforce and
ways of doing things. We have to rediscover these
things in whatever country after the imports are cut
off,” speculated Shiller. “It’s just chaos: It will slow
down development in the future if people think that
this kind of thing is likely.”
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Even with all this considered, and even with his
preference for emerging economies, Keon still thinks
US stocks will finish significantly higher. And given
the recent correction, it’s totally believable, provided
we miss out on a trade war.

Let’s hope Donald is just doing all this because it’s
his art of the deal tactics.

Certainly, the world is not used to a guy like this
leading America and, at the moment, stock players
are paying the price.

But I’m running with the dip-buyer brigade and I
don’t think it’s time for me to play DEFENCE!

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances.
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Banks – buy or sell?
by Paul Rickard

 
I have been a bull on the banks this year, but with
almost three months gone, am a little out of step with
the market (a polite way of saying I am wrong so far).
After last Friday’s sell-off, that was fuelled by
President Trump’s mad idea to re-ignite trade
tensions, the Financials excluding A-REIT index has
underperformed relative to the market – down by
4.5% compared to the market’s overall return of
-2.9%.

No one likes negative returns, and if Trump raises the
stakes again, or China responds aggressively, our
sharemarket will follow the US market down. Our
banks won’t be spared the pain, so questions about
“buy or sell” will become somewhat academic.

Rather, I take the view that “common sense” will
prevail in due course and that markets will calm down
and resume their upward trend. Given the impact that
the Royal Commission has had on banks over its first
couple of weeks, and the relative weighting that
banks have in many investors’ portfolio, the question
about whether to buy and increase weighting, or sell
and decrease weighting, remains pertinent.

I take the view that this is the time to be moderately
overweight banks. Here is why.

The case for the banks

The ‘for’ case is pretty straightforward. Firstly, each
of the major banks will shortly reach the capital
targets that APRA mandated to classify them as
“unquestionably strong”. This was one of the key
recommendations from David Murray’s Financial
System Inquiry in 2014, and achieving these targets
through dilutive capital raisings, non-underwritten
dividend re-investment plans and sale of non- core
assets, or closure of non-core businesses, has been
the biggest drag on their share prices over the last

few years.

Earnings look reasonably secure. While they are
going to be challenged to grow income (some argue
that they are “growthless”), there is no real pressure
on margins or bad debts. A cooling house market
could reduce the loan book, but unless interest rates
rise quickly, or unemployment picks up sharply, I just
can’t see this as being too much of a problem. For
the record, Australia has just recorded its 17th

consecutive monthly increase in employment.

And that’s not to forget about the opportunities on
the cost side.

Finally, on earnings multiples and dividend yields,
they look attractive. Here are the latest broker
forecasts (according to FN Arena). Dividends are also
fully franked, which, notwithstanding Bill Shorten’s
threat, can be grossed up (at least for the next 12
months) by a factor of 1.42 times.

Forecast Multiples and Dividend Yields (Broker
Consensus)

Source: FN Arena

And what about the Royal Commission, I hear some
of you ask?

Royal Commission risk

There is no doubt that Commissioner Ken Hayne and
his counsel assisting, Rowena Orr, have got the
Commission off to a very solid start. The banks have
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looked ill-prepared in response to a ferocious
inquisition that has highlighted some downright dodgy
and shameful consumer lending practices.

Before the Commission started, I thought that the
market would get “bored” with it. Sure, a negative
influence for a while, but this would wane over time.

But, if the revelations over the coming months are a
bad as the first few weeks, media (and market) focus
could last a lot longer. While this will impact sentiment
and potentially the market price, sentiment alone
won’t hurt earnings. Eventually, the Commission will
come to an end and the market will move on.

The key issue is not what is disclosed about the
practices and the behaviour of the banks at the
Commission, but rather, what happens as a result.
What can the Commission recommend to
Government that will materially impact long-term bank
earnings?

Let’s run through some scenarios about
“outcomes”.

Firstly, could the Commission recommend that the
banks raise more capital? Unlikely, this is APRA’s
responsibility. They are already “unquestionably
strong”.

Could the Commission recommend that there needs
to be more competition in financial services?
Possibly, however what this would mean for the major
banks when there are already more than 140
institutions that can take deposits (with a, government
guarantee) and almost 100 different home lenders, is
hard to tell.

Concentration is due to customer inertia, rather than
lack of choice. And as I am sure that evidence to the
Commission will show, behaviour of the minor banks
isn’t that much better than the major banks.

Next, remuneration structures. The Government
recently passed the BEAR legislation (Bank
Executive Accountability and Related Measures Bill),
which places tough measure on bank executive and
director remuneration. A recommendation to ban
sales incentives for front line bank staff is possible, as
are changes to the commission structures for

mortgage brokers. Whereas the former could impact
bank earnings, the latter (mortgage broking
commissions) could actually be a positive.

Vertical integration? Force the banks to dispose of
parts of their wealth management businesses, so that
they cannot fill the roles of manufacturer, distributor
and client adviser. Quite likely. In terms of impact,
these units haven’t proved to be that profitable, and
several banks have already started to roll back their
involvement in wealth management.

Tighter lending practices. While both ASIC and APRA
have been raising standards here, ASIC, through its
“responsible lending” provisions, and APRA from a
prudential standard, it is probable that the
Commission might find that more needs to be done.
While a slowdown in credit growth could have an
impact on long-term earnings, it is unlikely however
that the Government would be keen to engender a
credit crunch and stall the economy.

Finally, the banks will probably need to invest more in
compliance and related systems, and possibly
undertake even broader customer restitution
schemes. Just how much more, and just how broad,
will be up to the Commission.

This is obviously not the definitive list of possible
outcomes, but I am struggling to think of those that
are missing.  And when I put them together, I just
can’t see them being that material to the long-term
earnings prospects for our major banks.

Moreover, my sense is that much of this is already
priced in.

What do the brokers say?

While the major brokers are largely neutral
(index-weight) on the sector as a whole, the
consensus target price for all banks is higher than the
last traded price. Westpac’s consensus target price
of $33.01 is 14.4% higher than its closing price on
Friday of $28.85.

A summary of the buy/hold/sell recommendations of
the eight major brokers, and consensus target prices,
is set out in the table below.
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Broker Recommendations and Target Prices

Source: FN Arena

My view

Overweight banks.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances.
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3 stocks to hop into
by James Dunn

 
It’s almost Easter, and around the stock market,
investors feel a spring in their step and the irresistible
urge to hop into some new stocks. Value is always
there if you look closely enough, so here are my top
three ‘good eggs’ in the small-cap sector.

Eclipx Group (ECX)

Market capitalisation: $1.1 billion
FY19 forecast yield: 5.4%, fully franked
Analysts’ consensus target price: $4.71

Fleet management and salary packaging specialist
Eclipx Group has come down in price from a high of
$4.32 in November 2017 to levels around $3.60, but
that has opened up good value for buyers. The
company is well down the path of integrating the
acquisitions of online retail and vehicles, plant and
equipment auction company Grays eCommerce (May
2017) and car buying platform Car Buyers Australia
(December 2017), and investors will be hoping that
Eclipx does as good a job with these as it has done
with car rental services business Right2Drive, which
was acquired in 2016.  Right2Drive – which provides
an accident repair rental car to a driver who is not
at-fault in a car accident, with the at-fault party billed
for the cost of the rental – accounted for about half of
the company’s 14% profit growth in FY17. In

December 2016, Eclipx bought Onyx car rentals, to
boost the scale of the Right2Drive business. In June
2017, the company launched “Georgie,” its car
buying business targeting the Australian consumer
market: Georgie sourced more than $30 million worth
of new vehicles in its first six months of operations.

Eclipx now has in place the business mix that will
drive it over the medium term – a diversified financial
services group with specialist expertise in fleet and
consumer motor finance, accident replacement
vehicle rental and equipment financing, in Australia
and in New Zealand.

Eclipx has a panel of green lights – ‘buy’ or
‘outperform’ – from the six broking firms that cover
the stock, says FN Arena, and an analysts’
consensus target price substantially north of the
current price. The company used its annual general
meeting (AGM) last month to reaffirm guidance for
the full-year (to September 2018): Eclipx expects
“continued strong earnings momentum” into FY18,
and is targeting 10%–12% growth in earnings per
share (EPS). Trading on about 12.7 times expected
FY18 earnings, Eclipx looks exceptional value, with
an attractive yield to boot, projected at 4.7% fully
franked for FY18 and 5.4% fully franked for FY19.

WPP AUNZ (WPP)

Market capitalisation: $821 million
FY18 forecast yield: 6.8%, fully franked
Analysts’ consensus target price: $1.15
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Advertising and marketing services group WPP
AUNZ Limited (WPP) is the former STW
Communications Group Limited, which merged with
the Australian and New Zealand businesses of UK
company WPP Plc to create WPP AUNZ. The
company is a group of more than 90 marketing
services companies that collaborate to create
world-class customer experiences and drive growth
for its clients. WPP AUNZ operates on the parent
group’s model of “horizontality,” which means that it
tries to leverage the ‘connected know-how’ of its
diverse skill set, to deliver seamless solutions for
clients.

The rationale for “horizontality” is that the
company’s clients demand this coordination of skills
and services. It’s easy to roll your eyes at this kind of
talk, but WPP has more than 205,000 “individual
brains” into which it can tap: it says – cue eye-roll –
that this represents “the planet’s greatest store of
advertising and marketing services insight, expertise,
creativity and experience.” Park your cynicism, and
this does offer a powerful network into which the
Australian business can tap.

The company believes this model is gaining traction
with the industry because it provides clients with
better value for their spending. It appeared to help
WPP AUNZ deliver a 3.1% lift in profit before tax in
2017 (WPP uses the calendar year as its financial
year), to $125 million, beating broker estimates – and
the company’s guidance of October 2017 – in a flat
media market. Net sales were $869.9 million, up
0.6%, while the full-year dividend was boosted by 5%,
to 6.3 cents a share, fully franked, in the second set
of full-year results since WPP and STW merged.

WPP’s momentum has continued into 2018, with
new contract wins. The company expects to boost
EPS by about 3% in 2018, which should be viewed as
a very low bar, and likely to be exceeded. WPP is
trading at just under 10 times forecast 2018 earnings,
which looks cheap. On analysts’ consensus
expected dividends, WPP is well above-market in
terms of dividend yield, with 6.8% fully franked
projected for 2018, increasing to 7.3% fully franked in
2019.

Global Construction Services (GCS)

Market capitalisation: $160 million
FY18 forecast yield: 5.7%, fully franked
Analysts’ consensus target price: $1.00

I was a fan of Global Construction Services (GCS) at
46 cents, back in

July 2013, and I still like the stock, at 78.5 cents. The
construction and maintenance services company
operates across the commercial, residential,
resource, industrial and oil and gas sectors. GCS is a
leading supplier of integrated on-site products and
services to all industries. It offers an onsite workforce,
a training centre, scaffolding and access, formwork
and concrete, specialised site services such as traffic
management and painting, and security. This means
it can provide services at any stage of a project’s
lifecycle.

Commercial contracting generates about 73% of
revenue, with labour services the next biggest
contributor, on 15%. About 62% of revenue comes
from the western seaboard. At the end of 2016, that
west coast proportion was 85%. The company has a
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growing footprint across Australia and tender activity
implies that its project tender pipeline remains robust.

GCS has changed slightly since 2013. It owns a
majority stake in one of the top two operators in
cladding, Gallery Facades, which it bought in 2014.
(Also, late last year GCS sold its WA-focused
equipment hire business to industry rival Onsite
Rental Group.) Gallery Facades specialises in
installation of aluminium panelling on commercial
projects. The cladding business has been the focus of
huge attention since the deadly Grenfell Tower fire in
London in June 2017: audits are being conducted
across Australia to identify non-compliant installation
of combustible cladding. Thousands of buildings are
likely to be affected. Gallery is expected to benefit
from large-scale replacement of combustible cladding
over the coming years. Interest in this part of the
business appears to have helped the stock’s rise
from levels around 55 cents in mid-2017.

GCS has not given full-year guidance, but has stated
that “strong results, balance sheet and cashflow
generation” are expected to continue in the second
half. On consensus, analysts expect a 27% boost to
EPS for FY18, to 7.2 cents, followed by a similar lift,
to 9.1 cents, in FY19. The full-year dividend is
projected to more than double this year, to 4.3 cents,
and add a further cent in FY19. That places GCS on
a fully franked yield of 5.7% this year and almost 7%
in FY19, and a P/E ratio of 10.6 times forecast FY18
earnings. With an analysts’ consensus price target of
$1, that implies attractive value on a potential
total-return basis.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances.
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Winding up an SMSF – putting up the trustee
boots
by Graeme Colley

 
Having an SMSF can be a lifetime or a lifestyle
decision.  But the time will arrive when you may
decide to wind it up.  Winding up may be due to a
member’s death, loss of legal capacity or the fund
has served its useful life and run out of money.

In some situations, one option could be to keep the
fund going by appointing someone who has an
enduring power of attorney or getting your legal
personal representative to be trustee. This may come
in handy if you are going overseas, have lost legal
capacity or unable to be trustee of the fund for a
number of reasons.

However, if you are bankrupt you won’t be able to
have your legal personal representative be trustee in
your place and may need to rollover your benefit to
another fund.

The options

If you want to keep the SMSF but wish to relinquish
the trustee responsibilities, you could convert it to
a small APRA fund (SAF), which has a
regulator-approved trustee.

A SAF is regulated by the Australian Prudential
Regulation Authority, rather than the Australian Tax
Office, which regulates SMSFs.  This may allow you
to keep the same investments, without the
responsibility.  The SAF trustee will charge a fee to
look after the fund and restrictions may be placed on
investment flexibility.

There are at least two options available when winding
up your SMSF, depending on your reasons for doing
so. The first is that it is possible for your super
balance to be transferred to another complying super
fund, such as a retail fund, industry fund or SAF. The
second is to take your super money, provided it can
be paid to you, and invest outside super.

Winding up your SMSF may have implications, such
as capital gains tax (CGT), stamp duty due to
disposal of certain assets and the cessation
of insurance policies held by the fund.  A change in
control of the fund may mean you’ll need to review
your personal circumstances, such as death benefit
nominations and your will.

There may be some assets that need to be sold as
part of the wind up.  This is because it may not be
possible to transfer the assets to another fund or the
members/beneficiaries may require their payment in
cash.  Also, it may not be possible to dispose or
transfer some assets, such as “frozen assets”
because of restrictions on their sale or purchase and
they may need to be sold, or taken as a benefit
payment, provided the fund rules allow payment.

If the fund has built up investment reserves, it may be
possible to transfer the reserves to members’
accounts.  Any allocation from a reserve, plus other
contribution for a member in the financial year in
excess of a member’s contribution caps, may attract
a tax penalty.

From a Centrelink point of view, a reassessment for
social security purposes may be required.  This could
result in a reduction of benefits and a potential loss of
Centrelink’s favourable assets test treatment.

Now we’ve had a look at the possible reasons for
winding up an SMSF, as well as some of the
implications of winding up, it is always valuable to
have a checklist, so you will cover the most important
things.  Here is a list of things that need to be done as
part of the windup of an SMSF.

The Checklist 

1. Trust deed
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Have you checked the fund’s trust deed to
see what it says about winding up?
Did you consult the fund’s trust deed for any
specific procedures to wind up the fund?
Does the trust deed have any provisions that
must be followed for holding a trustee meeting
to discuss, approve and minute the
winding up?

2. Trustee

Have you convened a trustee meeting to wind
up the fund?
Have members been notified of the wind up of
the fund?

3. Member entitlements

Have you received a written request from a
member requesting the transfer of
entitlements to another fund or paid to the
member or beneficiaries?
Have you calculated members’ entitlements
after considering any expenses payable by
the fund?
If a defined benefit pension is being paid by
the fund has the fund’s actuary calculated the
commutation value?
Has the pro-rated minimum pension amount
been calculated and paid before being rolled
over or cashing out?

4. Expenses, taxes and refunds

Have you made provision for any expenses
and liabilities, such as accounting, audit,
actuarial, legal, and administration fees for
work done and still to be done for the fund,
including any current and estimated future tax
liabilities, including CGT on the disposal or
transfer of fund assets?
Have you calculated any outstanding
expenses, taxes and refunds?
Have you receipted and recorded, any
outstanding income, including any refund of
excess franking credits?
Have outstanding expenses and tax been
paid?
Has tax been withheld from payments and
reported to the ATO, if relevant?

Have PAYG summaries been completed if
required?

5. Disposal of fund assets

Have you disposed of fund assets as part of
the wind up of the fund?
If the disposal of the asset is to a related party
has the transaction been on an arm’s
commercial length basis?
Have final accounts and the fund’s annual tax
and compliance returns been completed and
lodged?

6. Deregistration and notification to regulators
and financial institution

Has the trustee notified the ATO within 28
days of the fund winding up?
Following the winding up of your SMSF, have
the fund’s bank accounts been closed?
If the fund has a corporate trustee does it
require it to be de-registered?
Has the ATO confirmed that the fund’s ABN
has been cancelled?

7. Retention of fund records

Are plans in place to retain fund records for
the times required by the SIS Act and
Regulations?

As you can see there are many moving parts to
winding up an SMSF, which may be time consuming
and take patience.  Be prepared for delays in winding
up the fund.  The next step after all this is to put up
the trustee boots and take a break.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances.
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Buy, Hold, Sell – what the brokers say
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck

 
At a time when geopolitical and macro concerns
are weighing on general investor sentiment,
stockbroking analysts in Australia are issuing
more downgrades than upgrades for ASX-listed
entities.

Synlait Milk, Brickworks and TPG Telecom all
had sizeable upward adjustments to earnings
forecasts, followed by OZ Minerals, OceanaGold
and Kathmandu. Alas, downward adjustments for
the week look a lot stronger with struggling Myer
at the very bottom, followed by Newcrest Mining,
Nufarm, then Sigma Healthcare and New Hope
Coal.

All in all, it appears that macro will continue
dominating the micro and the picture for the latter
remains rather ambiguous.

In the good books

NUFARM LIMITED (NUF) was upgraded to Buy
from Hold by Ord Minnett. B/H/S: 6/0/1. First half
earnings were affected by weakness in Latin America
and the downtime at the Laverton plant. Ord Minnett
notes the company has enjoyed strong sales
momentum in core geographies despite little or no
market growth recently. Ord Minnett observes
increased valuation support for the stock which leads
to an upgrade to Buy from Hold. Target is raised to
$10.50 from $9.00.

In the not-so-good books

MINERAL RESOURCES LIMITED (MIN) was
downgraded to Accumulate from Buy by Ord Minnett.
B/H/S: 3/1/0. Given recent share price strength, Ord
Minnett downgrades its recommendation to
Accumulate from Buy and lowers the target to $19.50
from $20.50. The broker notes ASX lithium
companies have largely recovered from recent
concerns about oversupply. The broker prefers
Orocobre (ORE), Galaxy Resources (GXY) and
Kidman Resources (KDR) in the sector.

SENEX ENERGY LIMITED (SXY) was downgraded
to Sell from Neutral by Citi. B/H/S: 3/3/1. Citi has
downgraded to Sell/High Risk from Neutral/High Risk
following a recent rally in the share price. Target price
remains untouched at 35c.  As Citi has also increased
its in-house forecasts for Brent and WTI oil prices by
US$6 in 3Q18 to US$60/bbl and US$58/bbl
respectively, earnings estimates have been lifted. 
While pointing out there remains significant upside
value potential, risks remain as well around well
performance, cost control, gas contract pricing,
funding and execution. As a result, investors are
unlikely to pay up for the potential as yet, suggest the
analysts.

SYNLAIT MILK LIMITED (SM1) was downgraded
to Underperform from Neutral by Macquarie.
B/H/S: 0/0/3. First half results were ahead of
Macquarie’s forecasts. No quantitative guidance was
provided for the second half, but this is expected to
be softer because of some margin benefits in the first
half. Macquarie downgrades to Underperform from
Neutral on valuation. The strong result was supported
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by the success of key customers and earnings are
expected to grow as infant formula volumes ramp up.
Price target is raised to NZ$7.00 from NZ$5.29.

Earnings forecast

Listed below are the companies that have had their
forecast current year earnings raised or lowered by
the brokers last week. The qualification is that the
stock must be covered by at least two brokers. The
table shows the previous forecast on an earnings per
share basis, the new forecast, and the percentage
change.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances.
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Hot stocks – Select Harvests and Macquarie
Group
by Penny Pryor

 
Likes

Chief market strategist at CMC Markets, Michael
McCarthy, likes almond and nut producer Select
Harvests (SHV) this week. He says it is well placed to
take advantage of any global trade disruptions.

“There are opportunities for improved margins and
increased market share. Any increase in prices is
likely to fall straight through to the bottom line,” he
says.

Our chartist Gary Stone of Share Wealth Systems
likes Macquarie Group (MQG).

“It is approaching all time highs, having established a
recent support zone around the $97-100 level. This
level also coincides with the pre-GFC highs in May
2007.”

Gary joins Plato Investment Management’s
managing director Don Hamson in liking this stock. It
was Don’s Professional Pick last week.

This is what Don said he liked about it.

“It’s a very dynamic company and it’s certainly
changed its spots a little bit. It has always been
known for its infrastructure investment but post GFC
over a third of its profit comes from funds
management. This was acquired at pretty cheap
multiples post GFC and now a third of its revenue is
annuity-based long-term revenue.”

Dislikes 

Michael doesn’t like James Hardie this week (JHX).

“Its good prospects mean James Hardie is trading
near all-time highs, and in my view, is priced for

perfection. Tariffs and trade wars demand more
caution, and a 20% share price sell down cannot be
ruled out,” he says.

Meanwhile Gary doesn’t like QBE Insurance Group
(QBE).

Here’s his chartist view.

“QBE was a stellar performer from 2001 to
September 2007. Since then the stock has
continuously formed lower and lower peaks. Lower
peaks are formed because of excess supply in the
market. Since finding support in the $9.20 -10.00
zone in 2012, the stock has had numerous attempts
to resurrect an upward trend. On each occasion it has
failed and fallen back to this longer-term support
zone. The fall from its 2007 highs to the current
support zone represents a retracement in excess of
80% of its 2001-2007 move.

“A break below this support zone opens up a
possible fall to $8.00.”

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances.
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